SEE YOU IN
San Diego
November 9–13, 2013
The department of Neurology at Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School is recruiting new faculty for appointment as Instructor, Assistant Professor or Associate Professor interested in building a laboratory research group in mechanisms of neurodegeneration and regeneration. The candidate will have had a record of success with independent funding. The candidate should have received an MD, PhD, or MD/PhD. Review process will begin June 2013. The Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School are equal opportunity / Affirmative Action Employers actively committed to increasing the diversity of their faculty; people with disabilities, veterans, women and members of underrepresented minority groups are therefore strongly encouraged to apply.

Interested candidates should submit a c.v. and cover letter to: Merit Cudkowicz, M.D. Chief, Neurology Service, WAC720, 55 Fruit St., Boston, MA 02114 or via email to mwhitley@partners.org
The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography

Edited by Larry R. Squire

Outstanding neuroscientists tell the stories of their scientific work in this fascinating series of autobiographical essays. Within their writings, they discuss major events that shaped their discoveries and their influences, as well as people who inspired them and helped shape their careers as neuroscientists.

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 1

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 2

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 3

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 4
Per Andersen, Mary Bunge, Jan Bures, Jean-Pierre Changeux, John Dowling, Oleh Hornykiewicz, Andrew Huxley, Jac Sue Kehoe, Ed Kravitz, James McGaugh, Randolf Menzel, Mircea Steriade, Richard Thompson, W. Maxwell Cowan (completed by Brent Stanfield).

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 5

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 6

Autobiographical Video (Available in DVD Format)
PBS personality Richard Thomas interviews eminent senior neuroscientists who reflect upon their lives, their dreams, and their work, and share their insights on what’s ahead in the field of neuroscience.

Julius Axelrod/Theodore H. Bullock
Viktor Hamburger/
Rita Levi-Montalcini
Seymour Benzer/Horace Barlow
Masakazu Konishi/Mortimer Mishkin
Herbert Jasper/Brenda Milner
David Hubel/Torsten Wiesel
Max Cowan/Francis Crick
Gunther Stent/Gerald Edelman

Sydney Brenner/Gerald Fischbach
Michael Posner/William Dement
Nicole Le Douarin/Arvid Carlsson
Edward Kravitz/Peter Marler

Society for Neuroscience

SFN’s History of Neuroscience in Autobiography video and book collections are freely available at sfn.org/history
SfN members enjoy premium services, including resume posting and job alert e-mail notices.

NeuroJobs — the premier online neuroscience career center — helps you find jobs and manage your career. NeuroJobs is now part of the National Healthcare Career Network providing access to even more career opportunities.

Have you seen SfN’s enhanced job site?

For your next career search, visit NeuroJobs first!

www.sfn.org/neurojobs

The National Healthcare Career Network (NHCN) is a consortium of healthcare association job boards working together to provide the most effective recruitment resource.
Join the Conversation

NeurOnLine is a new, SfN members-only online community where you can share great science, network, forge collaborations, and keep in touch — anytime, anywhere — within a trusted forum. As with the SfN annual meeting and The Journal of Neuroscience, NeurOnLine's content and discussions will be generated by members, for members.

- Discuss emerging scientific findings
- Explore new tools and techniques
- Network year-round within the global community, more than 41,000 members worldwide
- Share experiences and receive or provide mentoring on different career paths, stages, and challenges
- Get involved in public outreach, from Brain Awareness and science teaching to advocacy

NeurOnLine will help you advance your science and career on your schedule.

neuronline.sfn.org
The #1 Cited Journal in Neuroscience*

Read *The Journal of Neuroscience* every week to keep up on what’s happening in the field.

- The number one cited journal in neuroscience
- The most neuroscience articles published each year—nearly 1,800 in 2011
- Impact factor 7.12
- Published 50 times a year

Learn more about member and institutional subscriptions at JNeurosci.org/subscriptions.

*ISI Journal Citation Reports, 2011
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